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HEADLINE DIGITAL INCLUSION STATS
Borough population:1

330,795

Approximate Number of households.2:

110,286

Working age population (16-64):3

220,379

People aged 65+:4

39,992

Working age population in receipt of benefits5:

49,697

State Pension age population in receipt of benefits:

37,609

DIGITAL EXCLUSION-RELATED ESTIMATES FOR BRENT
Non-internet users (adults):6
Non-internet users aged 65+:7

17,600 (6.8%)
13,241 (5%)

People without:





Essential Digital Skills8:
Foundation Digital Skills9:
All 6 Foundation Digital Skills10:
Transactional Digital Skills11:

Adults with no laptop/PC at home:

48,500 (18.4%)
40,000 (15.1%)
16,000 (6%)
40,300 (15.3%)
50,000 (18.7%)

Adults with no internet access at home:

17,800 (6.7%)

Smartphone-only users:

30,000 (11%)

Population figures in this report are based on the ONS 2018 Mid-Year Estimate
Not from official statistics on household numbers; a 2015 estimate of “occupied addresses” using
experimental methodology. This is close to the number of households from the 2011 Census: 50,943
3 This is 66.6% of population - higher than for England 62.6%
4 At 12.1% of the population this is considerably lower than for England as a whole, 18.2%
5 Excludes benefits administered by HMRC (Child benefit, Child tax credits). DWP StatXplore, Aug 19.
6 6.8% - lower than 9.2% across England
7 56.5% of all non-internet users
8 Essential Digital Skills Framework is a Department of Education system, which informs the Lloyds Bank
Consumer Digital Index, from which the estimates above are made.
9 Foundation Digital Skills underpin all essential digital skills. Eg ability to turn on devices, connect to WiFi, access the internet, understand passwords and keep personal information safe.
10 2019 Lloyds Consumer Digital Index
11 2020 Lloyds Consumer Digital Index
1
2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
“Digital” permeates everything. How we communicate, work, learn, travel and entertain
ourselves today is a world away from 20 years ago. Organisations transforming digitally
must be clear in their culture that digital is everyone’s responsibility as it is an essential
part of our lives both in and out of work.
The Coronavirus pandemic has also demonstrated the vital importance of digital
solutions. They enable us to; have food delivered, work from home, claim benefits, order
prescriptions, pay bills and videocall loved ones. Yet 17,600 (6.8%) of adults in Brent are
not online and 18% of adults don’t have all of the ‘Essential Digital Skills12’ for life. With
groups of people more vulnerable to the virus (older, disabled and with long term
health conditions) also more likely to lack digital skills, this is a worrying problem.
As well as the people classed as offline,13 there are a larger group of people classed as
‘narrow’ users. These people only engage in up to 4 of 15 types of online use14. We
estimate there are 53,200 adult narrow users in Brent (20% of the adult population).
We know that being online and having good digital skills has a wide range of benefits15.
It helps people to connect and feel less isolated, save money, access better paid work,
live healthier lives and help their children. These aims are also all within the BC
Borough Plan16 so supporting residents to improve their digital skills is a win-win
situation.
From our research, there is now a clear picture for where those most at risk of digital
exclusion are based. We’ve ranked wards17 in Brent in order of digital exclusion risk and
produced a Ward Risk Heatmap (pages 19-20). The top three are: Harlesden,
Stonebridge and Dollis Hill. Digital exclusion is closely linked to poverty, disability, age
and social isolation18. We would recommend focusing resources and marketing aimed
at digitally excluded groups in these areas as a priority.
Like all local authorities across England, BC has faced significant funding cuts.
Transacting online provides one way to make savings, yet continue to deliver excellent

Essential Digital Skills Framework is a Department of Education system
From Office for National Statistics data. This refers to people who have never been online or last used
the internet over three months ago.
14 The 15 types of use are: email; transactions; instant messaging; banking/ paying bills; social media;
finding/ downloading information; news; health information; watching short video clips; local
government sites; audio services; TV or film content; remote access e.g. accessing files through a cloud
service; uploading content e.g. photos, blog posts; and playing games online.
15 People with the highest digital engagement, who earn less than £20,000 per year, save 42% on
monthly utility bills compared to those with the least digital engagement
16 Brent Council Borough Plan
17 Strictly speaking, we have used data at Census LSOA level and combined this to Ward level using the
ONS best-fit lookup. LSOAs do not always nest exactly into wards, so ward-level results are a best
approximation.
18 See, for example, “The emergence of a “digital underclass” in Great Britain and Sweden: Changing
reasons for digital exclusion” (2017)
12
13
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services.19 BC has already made progress on their digital transformation journey. The
Council has a digital strategy and over 80% of services are now available online. There
is a centralised transformation team and digital themes and leadership are of high
importance.
It’s important to recognise that when talking about people lacking digital skills and
confidence online, this can also include staff. We identified some gaps in knowledge
about staff digital skills and confidence; the extent to which the digital strategy and
vision is embedded; how well the assisted digital process is working, and how
technology supports staff to work more efficiently. We would recommend survey work
to gather this information and help digital transformation.
Brent has listened to feedback from staff20, residents and Crisis21 and is working with
Nomensa to develop a new website and resident’s portal. A user centred design
approach has been adopted to ensure the new product meets end user needs. The
recent Brent residents’ survey revealed that 45% of respondents agreed with the
statement, ‘It is easy to carry out online Council transactions’. We would hope with
improved design of the website, resident’s portal and with digital champion support,
which more residents will find it easy to transact digitally with Council services.
The COVID-19 outbreak has hindered our research, especially with health and third
sector organisations. We have only engaged with 14 organisations to date so we
acknowledge that there may be more information to emerge as the crisis passes. From
our findings so far, BC could perhaps benefit from more connections with the health
sector. There is a health and wellbeing board and various types of social prescribing,
which potentially offer opportunities for digital champion approaches to support
residents.
Brent Council is working hard to support digitally excluded residents, especially in
response to COVID-19. They are working with CVS Brent and the Young Brent
Foundation to provide laptops young people. Digital support and drop-ins are also
available in BC Hubs. Brent Start22 will offer courses based on the Essential Digital Skills
Framework from September 2020. There is also a Financial Inclusion Group to support
residents who are struggling financially.
With COVID-19 recovery in mind, BC were interested in research into: 1. Small
businesses 2. Loneliness and Social Isolation. The Council is supporting businesses with
COVID-19 recovery, as the pandemic has highlighted weaknesses in businesses that lack
e-commerce and digital infrastructure. Brent surveyed businesses in Kilburn and found
that 46% of independent businesses had no digital presence. A digital champion

Online services often result in improved customer satisfaction as many residents prefer the ease and
convenience of 24/7 access in your own home.
20 Brent staff were surveyed about the Council website but tellingly only 4% of respondents used the site
solely for personal use as a resident. Also the sample size (47 respondents) was small so caution is
required when analysing the results.
21 Crisis raised concerns about the usability of the ‘My Account’ and ‘Homelessness Portal’ in a report.
22 https://www.brent.gov.uk/services-for-residents/employment-training-and-skills/brent-start/
19
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approach can also be used to support businesses to digitally transform. Enabling them
to become more resilient and aid economic recovery of the borough.
With residents vulnerable to Coronavirus shielding, the risk of experiencing loneliness
and becoming socially isolated is also increased. Digital skills are one potential way to
alleviate these unpleasant conditions.
The Council acknowledges that more could be done to tackle digital exclusion by
working in partnership with other organisations. The problem of digital exclusion is
deeply entrenched, with those still offline often the most difficult to reach. Most people
will need multiple prompts, support, nudges and interventions to raise confidence and
skill levels with digital technology. We advocate that the best way to do this is through a
cross sector network, as this problem is too big for a single organisation to tackle alone.
A digital inclusion group and a fully networked system would:





grow the Digital Champion (DC) provision with both volunteer and embedded
DCs
create a clear triage and referral system
centralise information for help with digital skills, potentially on the BC website
promote digital skills training for staff

We would recommend that a Digital Inclusion Network is put in place for the Borough.
This could be as light touch as a regular agenda item on another existing group meeting
with similar aims (e.g. welfare, health and wellbeing, financial inclusion), or it could be a
more formal group. Either way a network will need dedicated resource and the more
resource that can be allocated, the more successful it will be.
There has been an amazing community response to the COVID-19 crisis forming mutual
aid groups with many volunteers. We would urge these groups to ask the vulnerable
people they are supporting about their digital capability and train volunteers to be
digital champions and offer remote support.
Using Digital Champions (DCs)23 to help people improve their digital skills is a proven
method24. We advocate that the most sustainable way of digital skills support is by
using ‘embedded’ DCs25. These are people already working within organisations. Brent
recognises the importance of this support and work is already in place to support staff
in Brent Hubs and Libraries to access the Digital Champion Training as part of this
project.
From our research we also know of DCs (most of which are now offering support
remotely) in the following organisations: AgeUK Hillingdon, AbilityNet and Leonard
Cheshire. There are also organisations where residents can access help with specific

A Digital Champion is someone who is confident to guide and support others to do things online
Recent NHS DC Study
25 Support for this comes from the independent evaluation of the One Digital programme test and learn
phase (Sara Dunn Associates, The One Digital collaboration: Evaluation of the ‘test and learn’ year 2016,
December 2016).
23
24
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tasks online i.e. benefits forms. These include: Personal Independence Payment Online,
Catch 22, Citizens Advice, Job Centre Plus (JCP). BC could also signpost to these services
if overwhelmed with demand.
In the ‘digital age’, digital skills are essential. We recommend that digital skills and
digital champion skills are written into all job descriptions. We recommend that digital
skills and inclusion are embedded into the HR process by being included in interviews,
induction, appraisals and learning and development policy. A culture of lifelong learning
and allowing staff time to improve digital skills should also be promoted by
management. This will futureproof organisations for digital change and in turn help
residents to improve their digital skills.
Senior Management should encourage and support the rollout of DC training using the
Digital Champions Network.26 We also recommend DCs in other organisations as part of
a Digital Inclusion Network. Organisational policy regarding how to help residents with
digital skills should be clarified and communicated to all staff. Everyone must be aware
of where they can signpost residents for help if they cannot offer that help there and
then. This would apply to any other organisation as part of a Digital Inclusion Network.
Senior leaders should ensure that digital inclusion and accessibility are embedded into
policies and procurement frameworks. BC has a Social Value and Ethical Procurement
Policy27 which does include provision of digital skills training. We would suggest adding
digital inclusion and accessibility to it where appropriate.
We’ve enjoyed working with Brent Council and are impressed to see how quickly action
has been taken to initiate a digital champion programme. The Borough has great assets
and a wealth of community groups. We would hope in time that a strong local digital
inclusion partnership will develop to help digital skills support flourish in the Borough
to improve residents lives.

26
27

An online training platform for digital champions. Access is to the platform is included with this project.
BC Social Value Policy
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Set up an Brent Digital Inclusion Network
It’s imperative that organisations work together to raise the digital skill levels of
residents and a network is an ideal place to; encourage joint working,
partnerships, sharing of resources and best practice. We must stress that a
network will require dedicated resource to run it. Similar networks in other areas
of the country have been successful in securing funding for inclusion projects.
Partner with other key strategic organisations in Brent to maximise impact for
residents. Such as NHS North West London, a consortium of 30 organisations
focussed on better health outcomes for residents which includes digital skills
aims.

2. Increase the number of Digital Champions (DCs)
Including Brent Council staff and staff in other organisations in the digital
inclusion network.

Embedded DCs are people who support others with digital skills as part of their
job. Examples of this might include essential digital skills support given by:




Welfare advisors whiles assisting something with benefits claim
Library staff while helping someone access their e-books service
Employment support workers as part of helping someone to look for a job

This is a more sustainable way of delivering digital skills support, as they are
already employed by organisations.
In our experience it takes a ratio of around 1 DC to 100 digitally excluded people,
to record a significant amount of digital support activity and evidence that there
is some genuine impact in an area. Recruiting DCs at a ratio of 1:100 is likely to
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increase any organisation's chances of being able to evidence and evaluate the
positive impact of the work.
Brent Borough has around 50,000 residents that lack digital skills, suggesting
Brent should aim to recruit around 485-500 DCs across the borough working in a
range of contexts from senior leaders and customer facing staff, to volunteers
working in the community sector.
Brent Council has already thought about how to progress this and are talking
with library, hubs, customer contact centre teams as a starting point to become
digital champions.
Prior to COVID-19, the following organisations were offering face to face support.
They are now offering remote skills help and support. Brent Council and other
organisations in the Borough can signpost residents to:



AbilityNet – 0800 269 545
Leonard Cheshire – for disabled people – 0300 303 0074

Volunteer DCs are also valuable resource to help people with digital skills, often
libraries run volunteer digital champion schemes. Again, we want to stress that
volunteer DCs take dedicated resource to manage.
Brent could support community organisations by providing access to the Digital
Champion Network (DCN) to help train volunteer digital champions working in
other community organisations. Funding to cover volunteer induction and room
hire for sessions etc would also help to stimulate provision, if any funding is
available.
3. Create and embed a Brent Borough ‘Triage and Signposting System’ for
Essential Digital Skills28. Empowering employees and volunteers in all sectors to
know:
a) How to spot people who have barriers other than motivation
b) What questions to ask (and when)
c) Where to refer people to get help that they need
There are many referrals pathways from Council services to other support
organisations, e.g. for health concerns or addiction. Digital skills support could be
added to these referral forms to highlight when this support is needed and remind
frontline staff about the need to consider digital inclusion. We understand that
referrals are also often made incorrectly for example, JCP has referred people to
the libraries where currently the provision isn’t in place to support Universal

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/essential-digital-skills-framework/essential-digitalskills-framework
28
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Credit claimants. A shared triage and signposting system in the borough would
help residents to get the support they need.
4. Target the wards with the highest risk of digital exclusion. The three
top wards are Harlesden, Stonebridge and Dollis Hill. Postcodes in this
high risk wards could benefit from targeted marketing to signpost to over the
phone DC support such as the organisation listed in Recommendation 2.

5. Be responsive to COVID-19 by engaging people in essential digital

journeys and finding out about their digital capability.
Motivation is a key barrier for people doing more online. 48% of the digitally
excluded state that ‘nothing’ could motivate them to go online.29 The current
crisis has given many people clear reasons to go online - being able to order
shopping and see family and friends on video, and so on.
BC and Mutual Aid groups, have been phoning vulnerable people to help with
essential needs. We urge all organisations to also ask about people’s digital
capability30. This is an ideal opportunity to start someone on their digital journey.
There is also potential to launch a digital champion remote volunteer help service
within mutual aid groups but such a service will need resource to manage.

6. Strategic Leadership Recommendations

29
30

https://www.lloydsbank.com/banking-with-us/whats-happening/consumer-digital-index.html
https://www.citizensonline.org.uk/we-all-need-to-be-asking-people-about-their-digital-skills/
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a) Ensure Senior Leaders in all organisations involved in the digital inclusion
network support the work of the group and promote inclusion within
transformation programmes.
b) Ensure that digital inclusion and accessibility31 is embedded in the policies,
procurement frameworks and work programmes of all network members.
c) Promote Digital Leadership and a culture of life-long learning.
d) Include digital skills and inclusion in HR processes. All job specifications,
recruitment advertising, interviews, on-boarding, appraisals and learning
and development policy should include reference to digital skills. The key
to changing culture is bringing your people with you. Highlighting the
importance of digital skills to staff both new and old will convey the
understanding that digital inclusion is everyone’s responsibility. The role
of a Digital Champion will not be seen as an additional responsibility, with
time, it will be an agreed part of someone’s role.
7. Centralise all information about digital skills in one place, such as BC
Website. The page could include links and information about how to access:
online learning, remote support, 1-2-1 support, home help, learning sessions and
courses, free WiFi and computer access. Promote this resources page by ensuring
every member of the digital inclusion network is linking to it from their websites.

31

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
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8. Support economic recovery in Brent by supporting businesses with

digital skills. Recommendations for action are made in the full report.
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1. DIGITAL EXCLUSION RISK ANALYSIS
Our analysis identifies three Brent wards that are within the 30% of wards in England
with the highest risk of digital exclusion, and within the 10% of wards in London most
at risk:




Harlesden
Stonebridge
Dollis Hill

Harlesden is in the 15% of wards most at risk nationally. This is due to higher numbers
of:




people with no qualifications
people receiving benefits to top up low incomes (e.g. unemployed, in low-wage
employment, or retired)
older and/or disabled people.

Kilburn ward is fourth in our list as it has a relatively high numbers of older people
living alone and a relatively high number of premises without access to Superfast
broadband connections.
The table below shows the data that we’ve used for the calculations. Note that risk is
calculated based on a combination of absolute numbers of people in each area within
the risk-factor populations, and percentage of people within an area in the at-risk
categories32.
This means that a ward such as Harlesden can be ranked as a higher risk than, say,
Stonebridge, despite having lower numbers in most categories shown in the table. Since
its overall population is lower, the risk of digital exclusion is higher overall when
percentage figures are included.
Additionally, because ward level risk is calculated from the subsidiary LSOA statistics, a
ward containing one or two high-risk LSOAs, with the rest being moderate risk, may end
up being ranked lower overall than another ward where all of the LSOAs are moderately
high but none is especially high. Thus ward-level maps may omit smaller areas of high
risk.

This approach aims to balance the scale of the issue, in terms of the numbers of people affected, against
the character of particular areas (local prevalence). Areas that are not particularly highly deprived
overall, but simply have larger populations, can dominate a numbers-only approach; areas that have
smaller populations but higher prevalence of forms of deprivation would dominate a percentage-only
system but fail to point to where there are actually more people at risk.
32
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DE risk score decile
(*London region)

Housing Benefit and
Universal Credit
claimants

Adults with no
qualifications

Disabled adults
(estimate)

People aged 65+ living
alone

People aged 65+

Ward

Premises without
Superfast (SFBB)
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Harlesden

20

1,739

461

1,202

1,971

4,195

1

Stonebridge

221

1,885

510

1,330

1,950

4,343

1

Dollis Hill

318

1,757

355

922

1,454

2,297

1

Kilburn

456

1,754

592

1,181

1,405

3,115

2

Welsh Harp

14

1,844

463

993

1,403

1,877

2

Willesden Green

82

1,521

447

948

1,434

3,063

3

Kensal Green

81

1,529

396

930

1,445

2,524

3

Barnhill

13

2,274

539

1,001

1,253

2,108

3

Wembley Central

329

1,870

232

1,020

1,552

1,694

4

Dudden Hill

206

1,927

366

932

1,464

2,409

4

Sudbury

16

1,887

425

925

1,227

1,668

4

Brondesbury Park

7

1,831

593

935

857

1,505

4

Queensbury

34

2,168

348

974

1,420

1,391

5

Kenton

64

2,622

426

769

731

582

5

Fryent

1

1,849

438

764

1,208

1,325

5

Preston

18

2,306

479

886

1,140

1,431

5

Alperton

19

1,767

271

779

1,680

1,473

6

Mapesbury

360

1,751

414

840

1,159

2,263

6

Tokyngton

750

1,984

374

926

1,351

1,651

7

Queens Park

0

1,615

380

798

941

1,378

8

Northwick Park

43

2,112

299

704

682

756

9

Table 1: Digital Inclusion Risk ranked by ward (* risk decile refers to a London-wide ranking: 1
means the ward is within the 10% of highest-risk wards in London).
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Figure 1: Digital Exclusion risk score by ward, Brent: red and orange are the wards with the
highest levels of risk, with yellow areas being moderate risk overall and green areas being at
lowest risk.
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2. FOCUS WARDS
HARLESDEN

DE risk: all LSOAs

Figure 2: Digital exclusion risk by LSOA (highest risk only), and community assets, Harlesden
ward

All 8 LSOAs in Harlesden ward are ranked as within the top 40% of areas at risk of
digital exclusion in London. Three of these areas are found within the 20% most at risk,
and these are highlighted on the map above.
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The majority of the community assets within Harlesden are found in or very near these
areas of highest concern, and these cover a range of types:







Community associations such as the Asian Women’s Resource Centre and Change,
Grow, Live, as well as Let’s Talk Money just outside the ward in Kensal Green
Harlesden Library and Harlesden Hub
Community centres such as the Church End and Roundwood Unity Centre
Employment and education resources such as the Education and Skills
Development Group and the nearby Jobcentre Plus in Kensal Green
Housing providers such as Catalyst and Crisis Skylight Brent
GP surgeries: Church End Medical Centre in the north of the ward and St
Andrew’s in the south, as well as the B3 Brent Service User Council based in
neighbouring Dudden Hill ward.

St Andrew’s Medical Centre is one of the 10 surgeries in the borough with the lowest %
of patients registered for GP online services (16.2%) while Church End Medical Centre
has one of the lowest rates of usage of these services relative to the number of patients
registered (0.2 transactions per patient in January 2020).
While Harlesden does not have a particularly high number of older residents, it does
have a high number and of residents claiming disability-related benefits (PIP, DLA
and/or ESA) and claiming Universal Credit or Housing Benefit. It also has a high number
of residents who do not have any educational qualifications. This points to a high level
of social need within the ward and a large number of residents likely to need support to
carry out tasks online; such as online forms to initiate and maintain a claim for UC.
Support with employment-related training may be a crucial area of need in Harlesden.
Due to the number of people on lower incomes, working on digital financial literacy –
avoiding scams and using apps to help with budgets and to save money – through
community associations including Let’s Save Money may be a great and helpful hook for
residents to get into digital.
A joined-up approach involving the local council, statutory agencies and a network of
local community and voluntary sector organisations is the most effective way of helping
residents with the essential digital skills. Digital Champions working in GP surgeries, the
local library, the Jobcentre and through housing providers can provide a multitude of
touchpoints where residents can gain and reinforce their digital capabilities.
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STONEBRIDGE
Of the 10 LSOAs in Stonebridge ward, five are within the top four ventiles (top 20%) for
digital exclusion risk nationally. One of these (027F) is within the top ventile (5%).

DE Risk: all LSOAs

Figure 3: Digital exclusion risk by LSOA (highest risk only); community assets, Stonebridge
ward
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Within this high-risk neighbourhood are located the Brent Start adult education service,
EACH Counselling and Support and Hilltop Medical Practice, with the Brent Hub
Community Enterprise Centre – where the local Age UK office is located – and Hillside
Housing Trust being located very close by.
Housing schemes such as Bernard Shaw House and Shackleton House are also found
within the higher-risk areas of Stonebridge, along with the Brentfield Estate (including
Brentfield Medical Centre). The Asian People’s Disability Alliance, based on Alric Avenue
in Stonebridge, may be able to support digital inclusion work in this area.
On the north side of the A406 North Circular, another estate, centred on Pitfield Way –
home to St Raphael’s Children’s Centre, Phoenix Rising and Henderson House – is within
the top 30% of areas at risk.
DOLLIS HILL
Three of the seven LSOAs in this ward are within the top 6 ventiles (30%) at risk
nationally, with one (010F) in the west of the ward being in the top 10% at risk. This
neighbourhood is home to Kingfisher Youth and Community Centre, a venue that may be
able to host or provide digital skills support sessions for local residents.
There are very few community venues we are aware so far of in this ward: as well as
Kingfisher, there is Dollis Hill Residents’ Association and Comber Close (social housing);
Oxgate Gardens Surgery is the only GP surgery in the ward itself.
While Dollis Hill does not have very high numbers of people in most risk categories
compared to some other wards, in terms of the overall picture - and as a ward with a
relatively low population – the digital exclusion risk here is still high. That said, the
population at risk is probably very concentrated in the few LSOAs that are most at risk,
with others being relatively low-risk, so digital inclusion efforts here will benefit from
being especially tightly targeted.
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DE risk, all LSOAs

Figure 4: Digital exclusion risk by LSOA (highest risk only), and community assets, Dollis Hill ward
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